Last-minute shopping? We got you. 2022 isn't the only thing that needs to be wrapped up in December; there's gift giving to be done. In a new annual tradition, Resident Advisor has compiled 40 electronic music-affiliated items for our readers as they finalise their wish lists.

This holiday guide boasts everything from headier hardware (as recommended by tech expert Peter Kirn), to apparel that exalts key cultural moments (like 30 years of Warp's Artificial Intelligence or the 20 year anniversary of Unsound Festival). For those on the holiday hunt, there are budget-friendly Secret Santa trinkets and special, splurge-worthy selections, too. Turntablist cookbooks, Jersey club homeware, a New Year's Eve dinner with Yung Singh and even one record label's birdhouse all make a winsome appearance.

Browse away and support where you can.

Books

- Make Techno Black Again

Techno's rich African American history, encompassing Afrofuturism and mythic world-building, advances to the fore in this book Assembling a Black Counter Culture. Critic DeForrest Brown, Jr. assumes a Black theoretical lens as he gets deep under the hood of the Detroit-born genre.

$20.00 | Buy here.
Plant Power

Have you ever wondered what plants sound like? With PlantWave, you could experience the silky ambience of Mother Earth from the comfort of your own home. This device enables you to link wirelessly from your plant to your phone for a truly unique audio experience. And while these sounds can be sampled for music production, it's also a fun device for casual listeners, who can plug PlantWave into any plant for a continuous stream of healing nature sounds.

$299.00 | Buy here.

Homeware

- Cosy Club Mug

UNiiQU3 presents this Jersey club nutritional facts mug for those who want to start their day with a bit of bounce (plus heavy triplet kick patterns and maybe some bedspring squeaks, too). We'd advise following its usage suggestions to a T: "coffee during a studio session, tea after a blunt, hot chocolate when it's brick outside."

$15.00 | Buy here.

- NTS Tree Trinket

Embossed with its trademark motto "Don't Assume," this chartreuse NTS bauble is the finishing touch on any holiday tree.

£10.00 | Buy here.
• **Chirps Not Tweets**

This "Vogelsang" birdhouse by German industrial designer Stefan Diez and Munich record label Public Possession is perhaps the wackiest and most whimsical inclusion on this list. Its bright orange and blue colorway will pop against the greys of winter. Don't forget to listen to its special "BABYXXAN 'Chirp Chirp'" bespoke mix, too.

€140,00 | [Buy here](#).

**Apparel and Accessories**

- **Ethereal Ear Protection**

Clubbing is a fun and exciting way to let loose and enjoy yourself, but it's important to remember to protect your ears. Long-term exposure to loud noises can cause hearing loss, tinnitus, and other ear-related issues. MIGLĖ’s jewellry earplugs are as stylish as they are effective, and with a chain attaching the earplugs to your ears, you’ll never have to worry about losing them on the dance floor.

€115,00 | [Buy here](#).

- **Sundaze Best**

Haul your vinyl records of roots-driven house music to and from the party in the spirit of beloved London promoters Secret Sundaze. This natural canvas oversized tote printed with two yellow hearts will be a cheery companion through the passing seasons.

£18.00 | [Buy here](#).
• **Merch for Home Wearing**

Not one for the holidays, but likely one for the New Year (it releases in January 2023). Proudly rep Warp's genre-defining compilation, *Artificial Intelligence*, which just celebrated 30 years—known for pioneering electronic "home listening music" or, more controversially, IDM.

£24.99 | *Buy here*.

• **Bundle-Up Bomber**

It's essential nightlife attire, embossed with an iconic club affiliation. London's fabric presents a limited edition outerwear item in bomber-classic black and orange, made to transcend the trends. The slogan "Never Not Making Noise" says it all.

£200.00 GBP | *Buy here*.

• **Soul II Sole**

Happy Socks and even happier feet. The trio behind Stockholm label Studio Barnhus (Kornél Kovács, Petter Nordkvist and Axel Boman) designed these light and durable polyamide socks embroidered with anthropomorphic tomatoes, apple cores and other winsome red designs.

€14,00 | *Buy here*. 
• The "Cbat" Showoff

Glaswegian producer Hudson Mohawke saw his track from 11 years ago "Cbat" go viral only a month after he released his new LP Cry Sugar. Two things are better than one and this holiday bundle reaffirms that.

£67.00 | Buy here.

• Fit for an Angel

In September, Shygirl came out with her debut album Nymph, which showcased a newfound level of introspection and emotional depth from the rising star. Fans looking to get even more intimate can now snuggle up with Shy in this limited edition hoodie and jogger set.

£180.00 | Buy here.

Miscellaneous